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Assessment And suggestions

Note:

More examples of trompe l’oeil facades.  Note the Winslow Arizona wall - even 
the windows and reflections are painted, reflecting the popular Eagle’s song 
with the words “...sitting on a corner in Winslow, Arizona such a fine site to 
see. It’s a girl, my Lord, in a flatbed Ford, slowing down to look at me.” The 
story is told in the trompe l’oeil mural, which is visited by nearly 1.5 million 
visitors a year.

In Virginia City, Nevada (top, right), the concrete block wall does not fit the 
gold rush ambiance, and so trompe l’oeil takes the building back to the mid 
1860s. Even the railing is painted on.

In Hunstville, Texas (bottom, left), trompe l’oeil is used to depict the cities rich 
history by incorporating it into the architecture.
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Assessment And suggestions

Note:

Head Smashed In Buffalo Jump is a 
perfect example of how stories fasci-
nate people. The Interpretive Center 
does an amazing job of telling the 
story and evoking emotion. Visitors 
become completely caught up in the 
story. It is a wonderful experience 
and very well executed. 
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Assessment And suggestions

Critical Mass is Not Just a  
Religious Experience
(The “Mall Mentality” Rule)
Suggestion:

The number one diversion of visitors anywhere in the world is shopping and 
dining in a pedestrian-friendly setting. This is also where most visitor spending 
takes place. To attract visitors and keep them longer, a downtown needs to 
have the critical mass. Within a two-to-three lineal block downtown area, there 
should be, at minimum:

• Ten destination retail shops (not neighborhood retail) This would include 
antiques, home accents, floral shops, gifts, galleries, clothing and logo gear, 
visitor information, outfitters, book stores, crafts, and other specialty shops.

• Ten dining/treats shops. This would include ice creams, soda fountain, wine 
shop, bistros, cafes, sit down dining, coffee shops, bakeries, etc.

• Ten places open after 6:00 p.m. Entertainment is preferable. Movies, theater, 
shops, markets open after 6:00 p.m., along with restaurants and clubs.
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Assessment And suggestions

Case History:
(Ashland, Oregon)

Ashland, Oregon was a dying timber town with nothing much to offer visi-
tors when they held their first Shakespeare Festival. The first one lasted only 
one weekend, but it grew from there. After many years and lots of hard 
work, the Oregon Shakespeare Festival is one of the greatest small-town 
branding success stories ever. 

Ashland now boasts seven theaters which operate nine months of the year, 
six days a week, and 460,000 annual visitors, whose average length of stay is 
four nights. 

Ashland has many diversions, including golf, downhill skiing, local events, 
their park, mountain biking and hiking, shopping, dining, historical walks. 
But by focusing on one attraction - the Shakespeare Festival - they have 
become an outstanding success, helping all the merchants in town to be suc-
cessful too. 
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mArketing Assessment

Suggestion:

• Have a Brand Development Action Plan created so you have a road map to be-
coming the destination.

• Recruit a top-notch boutique hotel downtown.

• Once you have your brand, recruit the businesses downtown that will reinforce it 
and will make downtown a rue destination.

• Create plaza areas, add benches and beautification. Plant shade trees, flowers, etc. 
Make downtown stunning. 

In a Nutshell

Marketing Assessment
Suggestion:

A huge area is covered in the Trail of the Great Bear, and the focus is on outdoor 
recreation, wildlife, and scenic vistas.

This is important in keeping the Rocky Mountains the “premier” North American 
mountain range.

Work is in progress on making specific routes, and in identifying specific regions 
along the way so that visitors can get more information.
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mArketing Assessment

Suggestion:

The Cowboy Trail is a great guide for the western ranch experience. 
It’s focus: 
• Ranch vacations
• Wildlife viewing
• The porcupine hills area
 
Fort Macleod would be a terrific day trip for those vacationing along the Cow-
boy Trail.

Southwest Alberta 2007 Vacation Guide is about cities. If you are going to a 
certain city, this is a great resource. What is Chinook Country? And could you 
combine Southwest Alberta with Alberta Southwest? All the layers and geog-
raphy designations make it confusing and more difficult to plan a  trip to the 
region.

Alberta Inroads is a great idea. It revolves around activities - things to do, not 
just places to see. Suggest organizing it as a tour - by experience, then location. 
Develop itineraries by type of activity.
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mArketing Assessment

Suggestion:

This piece is the class act of all the guides to Southwest Alberta. Instead of 
advertisers, there are “partners,” which make the publication much easier to 
use and reader-friendly. It has:

• Stunning photography
• Great maps
• Excellent teasers
• Partners instead of advertisers

Suggest changing the focus to “pick your season, then pick your passion.”

Create routes by type of experience and type of travel - create detailed itinerar-
ies, highlighting specific sites to see and things to do. 
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mArketing Assessment

Suggestion:

Always sell experiences, not places. Tell me what you have or who you are, 
tell me why I should visit you.

The top three inches of your brochure are critical. Use yellows on a dark back-
ground to stand out in a brochure rack. We took two rack cards (below) and in 
a few minutes transposed yellow block lettering, selling the experience, over 
a darker background. Which set of brochures would grab your attention? In 
the case of the boat rentals, rather than show just a dock, always show people 
enjoying the activity.

Don’t Let Your Last Opportunity
Become a Lost Opportunity
(The Rule of Closing the Sale)

HORSEBACK
ADVENTURE

In the Rocky Mountain foothills of 
Waterton Lakes National Park

BOAT RENTALS
WATERTON LAKES NATIONAL PARK

On stunning Cameron Lake

BOAT RENTALS
WATERTON LAKES NATIONAL PARK

On stunning Cameron Lake
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mArketing Assessment

Suggestion:

Sell the experience. Here are some examples. The brochure below 
- The Houseboat From Hell - really grabs attention. People are com-
pelled to pick it up just out of curiosity. The fact is, its in Hells Can-
yon, Idaho, and this brochure is very good at closing the sale. 

The Fredonia, NY brochure on the far right is their standard piece. 
By simply changing the focus - selling the experience first - they 
can easily make their brochure more effective. “A Picturesque Victo-
rian Village set among the vineyards of Western New York” is more 
attention-getting than “Welcome to Fredonia, NY.”
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mArketing Assessment

Suggestion:

Develop an Activities Guide that will combine all 
of these brochures into one usable, and much 
less expensive lure brochure to produce. Addi-
tionally, consider having a Style Guide produced 
for the community that would create continuity 
between marketing pieces and organizations.
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mArketing Assessment

Suggestion:

“Historic Fort Macleod” is a nice introduction to Fort Macleod. Remember that 
people relate to people more than architecture and buildings. So, when you 
are writing up histories or walking tours, concentrate on the people who lived 
and worked in those buildings - tell stories, and you will capture people’s 
interest. 

Head Smashed In Buffalo Jump is a good brochure that does a very good job 
of closing the sale.
 
The History of the Silver Grill is a good introduction and should be included, 
with these two other brochures into the Fort Macleod Activities Guide.
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mArketing Assessment

Suggestion:

Work with regional tourism folks to create the “Hidden Gems of the Southern Canadian Rockies.” Each 
hidden gem should be something unique and very specific. Visitors are interested in things to do, and 
want unique experiences - things they can not do close to home. 

Market your specifics - what do you have that is special? Is there a coffee shop that makes the best apple 
pie around? Promote that pie - describe it in detail to make people’s mouths water. Evoke emotion, market 
your unique activities, and visitors will come. 

Kittitas Valley’s Greatest Hits is an excellent mar-
keting tool in the fact that is showcases specifics: 
where to go, what to expect, and what sets the 
attraction apart from the many others.

In Door County, Wisconsin, creation of the “101 
Things to Do in Door County” would be a good 
piece to emulate, but instead of numbering the 
items, consider them “hidden gems,” things that 
only the locals know about but that are “must see” 
or “must do” attractions while visiting the area. 
Make sure they include specifics, not generalities. 
Read the sample page below. More than 50 million 
North American residents subscribe to travel pub-
lications because they provide specifics: places to 

stay, places to eat, hidden gems, 
great desserts - all the things 
we are looking for as visitors. 
Communities need to follow suit. 
To succeed you MUST promote 
specifics.
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mArketing Assessment

Suggestion:

Create an Activities 
Guide that highlights 
specific shops, attrac-
tions and restaurants 
that are unique. This 
one, produced by the 
Ottawa, Illinois Visitor 
Center is proving very 
successful.
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mArketing Assessment

Let Your Fingers Do the Walking
(Rules of the Internet)

For more information please see the “Your Town, Online” 
section of this assessment.

Suggestion:

Develop an e-marketing program to create top of mind 
awareness. This is permission-based marketing, where 
visitors can sign up to receive a monthly newsletter. Once 
a month, you write up the newsletter - make sure it con-
tains information a visitor would want to know about - 
and send it off. 

Purchase key words (pay-per-click). Both Google and Ya-
hoo sell keyword list-
ings. You bid for the 
keywords, with the 
highest bidder taking 
top honors on the first 
page of results. This is 
a powerful and cost-
effective way to guar-
antee that you are on 
the first page. 
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mArketing Assessment

Suggestion:

Find strong keywords - not just locations, but activities as well. 

Buy the keyword:  “On your way to Banff” to tap into visitors planning a trip 
to Banff.  Other suggestions include:  Rocky Mountains, theatre, things to do 
in Alberta, historical sites or musical theatre.
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mArketing Assessment

Suggestion:

The Empress Theatre has first class marketing pieces - the Website is very 
good. 

Develop a PR program to get the word out about the Empress. You build your 
brand using public relations - advertising is used to maintain your position. 
Additionally, PR will extend your reach into other markets.
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mArketing Assessment

Suggestion:

The Town of Fort Macleod’s Website and marketing efforts should reflect the 
historic brand image. Take people back in time to another era through your 
marketing.

The Website does not reflect the historic ambiance. The most important link is 
missing: “Why see the Fort.”

Get rid of the counter. It serves no purpose and shows that the site has not 
been visited by many people.

Create reciprocal links. It will gradually boost you to the first page. 

Make sure all your marketing materials are available online for both viewing 
and download.

Purchase easy-to-remember URLs (website addresses).
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Forward
This section of the plan is for all those charged 
with promoting the new brand to increase tourism 
spending, revitalize downtowns, or for economic 
development reasons. 

When local earnings are spent outside the com-
munity, this is leakage. But when outside dollars 
come back into the community, that’s economic 
development. A successful community imports 
more cash than it exports. As communities are 
forced to operate like businesses, they are finding 
that sales and promotion are critical aspects of a 
community’s life.

Whether you are a Chamber of Commerce, an 
economic development office or destination 
marketing organization, downtown revitalization 
(Main Street) manager, or city/county staff charged 
with marketing your community, you already 
know how important a role the internet plays in 
marketing and branding your community.

While there are dozens, if not hundreds, of books 
on the subject, this book cuts to the chase and 
outlines what you can do to develop a Website 
that’s good enough to close the sale. You’ll see 
dozens of examples, and key things to keep in 
mind as you develop a stronger, more effective 
Website.

introduction
“The new phone book’s here! The new phone 
book’s here!” yelled Navin Johnson, as he danced 
around the gas station grounds.

“Well, I wish I could get so excited about nothing,” 
replied his boss Harry, the gas station owner.

Nothing? Are you kidding?!” Navin shouted back. 
“Page 73, Johnson, Navin R! I’m somebody now! 
Millions of people look at this book every day! 
This is the kind of spontaneous publicity, your 
name in print, that makes people! I’m impressed! 
Things are going to start happening to me now!”

Navin, played by Steve Martin in the comedy The 
Jerk (1979), was finally somebody. His name was 
in print. He was listed in the phone book with 
hundreds of thousands of other somebodies. What 
are the chances that his name was spotted by the 
millions of people who use the phone book? Well, 
slim, but at least he was somebody.

How would this scene apply to the Internet? •
Consider the following:
 A new Website goes on line an average •

of every three seconds. In fact, more than 64 
million domain names have been registered 
in the U.S. alone – so far. Can you imagine a 
phone book with 64 million names listed in 
the white pages?
 The Internet is fourth to only electricity, •

the automobile, and television in         its 
influence among daily American life. Not bad 
for a technology few even  knew existed less 
than 20 years ago. 
 Eighty-eight percent of all Americans say •

that the Internet plays a major         
role in their lives, surpassing television for the 
first time.
 Seventy-five percent of all Americans use •

the Internet regularly, and sixty-eight percent 
have immediate access to the web either at 
home or work. 
 New Internet users are growing at the •

alarming rate of nearly ten percent –  
per month! 

 Ninety-five percent of U.S. car buyers do •
research on-line.
 Ninety-four percent of all Internet users •

plan their travel using the web. 

Website use for travel planning has grown quickly 
and varies little by age and income or gender. 
Surprisingly, older Americans are using the Web 
for travel planning as often as younger Americans. 
This means that the highest potential travelers 
(those older, retired consumers with the greatest 
disposable income) can be effectively reached via 
the Internet. According to one study by Stanford 
University, Internet users spend 5% of their online 
time researching travel sites. 

Your town, online
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So, how excited were you when your Website 
went live? And now that you have a Website, have 
you ever considered why you have it? What is 
your Website’s purpose?

Many communities will state that the Website is 
simply an information source for local residents, 
businesses, and community leaders. But the real 
power of the Internet lies in its power to promote.

It’s rare to find a community that isn’t looking for 
some form of economic growth: residential, busi-
ness, industry, or tourism. The Internet is the most 
powerful and cost effective way to market your 
community.

There are two major challenges with a Website: 
Is it good enough to close the sale? And can your 
customer even find it?

Consider this. If Navin Johnson had a book listing 
the 64 million registered domain names instead 
of phone numbers, his name would be listed on 
page number 12,066 of the 313,725 page book. 
With 28,000 new Websites coming on line every 
day, the phone book would grow by 4,235 pages 
per month!

Part i. make your town shine –  
effective web-site design for  
destinations
 

1 tourism is Your Front door
Tourism is the fastest growing industry in all 

fifty states, and nothing promotes a community 
like tourism. Because visitors see the quality of 
life – culture, history, activities, attractions, ameni-

ties, etc. – tourism is a primary attractor for non-
tourism economic development efforts. Business 
people who decide to relocate have always visited 
the new community first – as tourists.
Your Website should promote the community’s 
quality of life, and the best way to show that is 
by using great photography. Show off what your 
community has to offer visitors, residents, and 
businesses.  Showing your community’s assets 
doesn’t just attract tourists. It also builds com-
munity pride, fosters a sense of cooperative 
spirit, and promotes economic development.

2 PuLL Your Customers  

into tHe site
Your home page should be like your front door: 
attractive, clean, and inviting. To sell your com-
munity, use knock-out pictures and introductory 
text. Just like a novel or magazine article, the 
first line or paragraph must be powerful enough 
to grab the reader’s attention. And too much 
clutter distracts your visitor. Too many links 
and topics are confusing. Make it clean, easy to 
understand, and a pleasure to view.

Think of the splash page or home page 
as the front door to your community.
Santa Barbara, California’s Conference 
and Visitors Bureau’s home/splash 
page, www.santabarbaraca.com, is a 
beautiful example. 

The stunning slide show illustrates the 
beauty and activities in the area. Site 
visitors are mesmerized and watch the 
entire introduction, which only takes a 
few seconds. 

Sonoma County, California, has also done a 
good job with a splash page slide show at www.
sonomacounty.com. The photos not only show 
the beauty of the county’s vineyards, ocean, and 
rivers, they show people actively enjoying them-
selves. Your home page needs to portray your 
town in the best possible light, making visitors 
want to continue looking through the Website, 
and making people want to visit.

Your town, online
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3 CreAte A singLe Front door
Many destination marketing Websites have 

twenty, thirty, or forty (or more) links on the home 
page with no central focus, making the experience 
confusing right from the start. Seventy percent of 
web searches are met with frustration when the 
visitor has trouble finding the information they are 
looking for. Statistics show that visitors who can’t 
easily find what they’re looking for will move on 
after only twenty seconds.

Think about your Website as if it were your home. 
You walk up to the front door, finding beautiful 
curb appeal (your splash page). That sets the tone 
for a good experience and shows visitors who you 
are. Once through the front door, you can choose 
which direction you’d like to go. This can be as 
simple as two choices: the city section, or the 
chamber (or visitor) section. 

The small Washington State town of LaConner did 
a great job bringing the city and chamber together, 
with their home page offering a choice between 
entering the Town site, and entering the Chamber 
site. More effective than multiple Websites – and 
less expensive. Even through keywords they’ve 
created a partnership: LaConner, Washington: the 
town and visitor information.  
What a concept!

options could include a series of links:
The community•
Doing business here•
Visitor information•
Links and resources•
City hall or Chamber info•
Website contents•

If a visitor to the site is looking for visitor infor-
mation, they will click on that link which will 

give them more options. If they’re looking for 
the minutes to the last City Commission meeting, 
they’ll click on the city hall info link. Make it easy, 
logical, and progressive.

4 keeP it simPLe And it WiLL seLL
Navigating your Website should be simple, 

answering the following questions:  Where do I 
find the information I want? Where am I? Where 
can I go next? Where is the home page? Your links 
should be the same on each page, offering visitors 
the opportunity to go back to the home page, 
or select a different option at any time. Includ-
ing a back button is also a good idea. Don’t force 
visitors to go through too many links to find the 
information they want – each additional link is an 
opportunity to lose the visitor. 

Look at the Truckee, California Website (www.
truckee.com). Notice how easy it is to navigate? 
The links remain consistent no matter what page 
you’re visiting. Besides having sub-links for each 
category, there’s also an introductory text. It’s 
engaging, informative, and easy to use. Truckee, a 
town of 16,000, was our clear winner when pick-
ing a community in this region to visit. That’s the 
power of a Website that’s good enough to close 
the sale.

Another excellent Website can be found at www.
pebblebeach.com. It’s easy to navigate, well 
written (using little text), uses world-class pho-
tography, endorsements and accolades to sell the 
experience, and makes it easy to plan an escape 
to Pebble Beach. The 17-Mile Drive page is an 
interactive map that gives specific information in 
an easy to follow format. Simplicity sells.

Your town, online


